
Stage Rider 

 and 

Technical Requirements 

 

Mindreaper 

 

 
1. General terms: 

 

This rider is part of the MINDREAPER gig contract and must be fulfilled 

by all contractors. Please contact the band in case any item of the contract 

can not be fulfilled. 

 

Contact:  Mindreaper GbR 

Sebastian Rehbein  

Carlowitzstr. 3 

D-55252 Mainz-Kastel 

Germany 

Tel.: +49 (0) 152 / 53 47 34 38  

email: info@mindreaper.de 

 

 

2. Lineup: 

 

MINDREAPER includes 4 band members plus one crew member.  

 

Vocals   =  Sebastian “Sucking” Rehbein 

Guitar   = Marcel Bangert 

Bass    =  Christian “Ens” Schoenke  

Drums + Vocals  =  Manuel Nozulak 

 

Crew            =  may vary and will be announced in time.  

Normally 1 PAX 

  

Band and crew will be traveling with a van (3.5 tons) or multiple cars. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3. Backline: 

  

The organizing party will provide one guitar cabinet and one bass cabinet. 

Both must equal at least the standard of Marshall quality. Also the 

organizer will provide the required microphonics for picking up guitar and 

bass. 

Also a drum kit for right handed personnel is required including the 

respective mircophonics. 

 

If the band is supposed to provide any of the above mentioned backline it 

is the organizing parties duty to inform the band in prior! 

 

 

4. Mixer:  

 

Ch.  Instrument   Pick up  

01 Bassdrum (left)  Mic  

02 (Bassdrum (right))  Mic 

03 Snare    Mic  

04  HiHat    Mic  

05 Ride    Mic  

06  Tom     Mic  

07 Tom     Mic  

08 Tom     Mic  

09 Tom     Mic  

10  Overhead (left)   Mic  

11 Overhead (right)   Mic  

12  Bass     Mic/DI  

13  Guitar   Mic  

14 Vocals   WirelessMic Sennheiser 945 (brought by band) 

15 Vocals Drummer  Mic   

 

 

 

5. Monitoring: 

  

 MINDREAPER require 4 better 5 monitors. 

 

Monitor 1:  Guitar +  Sum 

Monitor 2/3 (InEar stereo system (brought by band)):  

Ch. 1 = VocalMic   

Ch. 2 = VocalMic Drummer + Sum 

Monitor 3: Bass  + Sum 

Monitor 4:  Drums +  VocalMic Drummer  + Sum 



 

 

 

 

6.       Stage plan  

 

 
 

 

A sufficient number of electrical outlets must be available on stage! 

 

 

7. Stage: 

 

Stage should have a size of 6 x 5 0,8 m or more. The drums are supposed 

to be set up upon a riser of 2 x 2 0,4 m. The possibility to put up a 

backdrop should be given. 

 

 

8. PA & FOH:  

 

The organizing party will provide a sufficiently sized, professional PA 

equipment. The actual power output is supposed to be at 15 watts per 

PAX or above. Also the organizer will provide a professional mixing 

console including a sufficient number of channels and the personnel well 

trained to handle it! 

 

 

 

Drum kit 

 

(right handed) 

Monitor 4 InEar Mon. 2/3 

 

VocalMic 

Drummer 

Guit. Amp. Bass Amp. 

VocalMic 

Monitor 1 

Monitor 5 



 

 

 

9.  Lighting: 

  

A well illuminated stage is required for the performance of 

MINDREAPER (glare effects, strobes and fog machines preferred!). 

Please avoid blinding the musicians at all times and provide with well 

trained personnel. 

 

 

10. Backstage area: 

 

Please provide with a dry and heated room which is accessible for 

authorized personnel only.  

 

 

11.  Merchandise: 

 

Please provide with an area where it is possible to sell CDs and shirts. 

This includes a table for display and the possibility to put up shirts and 

flags on the wall. 

 

 

12. Catering: 

  

 On stage one bottle of water per member is required.  

The organizing party will provide with chilled drinks, coffee and a warm 

meal per member. 


